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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

Access to MPI/Profibus without power supply

Your're right in the middle of your production line and are standing in front of a passive
assembly just like a switcher or a ET200, in that case you won't be able to go Online
without an external power supply of your programming adapter, unless you're using the
S7USB. This module is supplied completely from the USB-interface.



Integrated phone-book

You have to consider several facilities and do not want to keep a watch list with phone
numbers? No problem, the TELE-router contains a phone book, so you any time maintain
the entire data connection in the router and build to the opposite side by clicking the link
in the web browser.

Data backup S7-PLC PN-port on USB-stick

S7-PLC triggered DB-backup/-restore without additional PC via PN-port to USB-stick



Actual time for the PLC?

You need in your PLC a actual time? No problem, with the NTP-function the
S7-LAN-module get from a NTP-(Time-)Server the actual time and transfers it direct into
the configured PLC or for processing in a DB.

Turbo-LAN-interface for the S5

S5-115U/135U/150U/155U and need further processing of data via network and PG
interface too slow?
 Plug the "S5-TCPIP 100" interface-card into a free slot in the rack, integrate the card into
the S5 and nothing stands in the way of communication. Access the controller-data
"parallel" to the PG-interface with "Power", regardless of whether it is "TCP/IP" or "ISO
on TCP (RFC1006)", "ISO (H1)", "Modbus on TCP" or "SPS header", the interface-card
reacts to the various protocols according to your configuration and returns the required
data.
 With the integrated 4-way-switch, several LAN-participants can be connected to the card
and thus to the controller.



Programming of S7-PLCs via LAN

S7-PLC with PPI, MPI, Profibus connection, but data should be read/written via network?

 Ethernet-CP cannot be used because of the effort (hardware-configuration), price, space
in the rack, availability. Plug S7-LAN-module/MPI-LAN-cable into a free bus-connector,
assign the IP-address and the PLC can be reached via the network. There is no need to
invest any more effort. The adapter can be parameterized via an integrated web-server or a
configuration-tool. No changes to the S7-PLC are necessary to operate the adapter. 
 The adapter can also be used to implement PUT/GET-connections to other controls, but
the PLC-program must be changed for this. Other PLCs can just as well read/write data
from this controller via PUT/GET; nothing needs to be changed in the PLC program. 
 Automation very easy: Connect, parameterize and work.

Direct printing from the PLC via dig. I/O

You need production data, circulation lists of your PLC's, but don't want to use a CP or
don't get a serial printer anymore? No problem, you need 8 digital outputs and 3 digital
inputs of the PLC, and if you connect the PG-Print at it you can generate these lists with a
EPSON- or HP-compatible parallel printer.


